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PRODUCTION WORKER CAREER PATHWAY
Business Description
OUR EMPLOYEES ARE OUR GREATEST ASSET
At Nazareth Pallet, you will find great people and an energetic work environment. Our employees help to build and
shape this organization by maintaining a high level of both quality, efficiency, and productivity. We continually perform
at a level of excellence which is what enables this 37-year-old family owned business, to continue to grow year after
year. In addition to our attractive compensation package, Nazareth Pallet recognizes our employees’ hard work by
rewarding them in a variety of other ways as well.

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Needed
We are looking for employees who are or have…
Enthusiastic
• Team-oriented
• Attention to detail
• Skilled
• Hard working
• Self-motivated
•

Connect with us on Social Media!

Nazareth Pallet

@nazarethpallet
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SUPERVISOR
Manages, supervises and directs all inclusive daily production within their defined zone/area. Oversees the daily goal
output/input requirements, product quality, overall safety, cleanliness and departmental/room morale. Includes but is not
limited to the scheduling of employees work assignments, educating and disciplining as necessary, when needed.

ROOM LEAD
Assigns daily positions to the others in the room/takes leadership for room and the material that is produced during
the shift. Responsible for reporting the count/quantities for the day to the Plant Manager. First point of contact for
any issues/problems within the room to handle accordingly. Assures daily quotas are met, reports to Supervisor.

Repair Line
Must be able to lift 50lbs on a
regular basis, perform vigorous
movement such as lifting and
carrying heavy objects
repeatedly, stand or twist for
extended time, pull, push,
squat, bend, and reach.

Saw Room

Viking

Training includes watching a
training video and a minimum of
6 hours hands-on training by a
qualified trainer. Must provide
their own work boots. Strong
hand-eye coordination. Handling
50lb pallets 8-12 hours a day.

High school diploma or
equivalent; technical degree is
a plus. Some experience as a
machine operator. Working
knowledge of diverse highspeed machinery and a tape
measure.

SORTER
START YOUR CAREER HERE

